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TECHNOLOGY
OFFER

Features & Benefits

Self-Learning Chemometrics

■

New non-linear calibration methods
based on fuzzy systems
■ Methods for efficient and economic
on-line model adaptation and
off-line transfer of models
■ Avoidance of time- and costintensive model re-calibration cycles
■ Avoidance of additional target
measurements, which need to be
typically analyzed in laboratory
environments

Users & Application
■

All applications where spectral data
is collected

Non-linear and Self-Adaptive Calibration Methods
for Efficient and Economic Chemometric Models
This technology provides new and outstanding methods 1.) for
establishing calibration models from spectral data in off-line mode
employing advanced non-linear soft computing models (with a specific
focus on fuzzy systems) and 2.) for further automatic adaptation and
evolution of the former established calibration models during on-line
mode. The latter can be used to perform time- and cost-saving, economic
model maintenance and transfer cycles whenever required, e.g., due to
changing system dynamic, environmental influences and/or varying
devices, product types or process settings.

Status – our offer
■
■

Expertise for knowledge exchange
R&D cooperation

Contact data
Edwin Lughofer
Fuzzy-Logic Laboratorium Linz-Hagenberg/Department of Knowledge-Based
Mathematical Systems
Johannes Kepler University Linz
edwin.lughofer@jku.at
0043 7236 3343 431

Background
There are many methods available in
literature for establishing calibration models
from various types of spectral data (NIR, MIR,
RAMAN etc.). However, these are established
through statistical, soft computing and/or

machine learning algorithms, which are fully
operating in off-line mode, using data from a
collected and stored data basis (see left part
of figure below). So, the models are trained
once and then deployed to an on-line
processing system within a (chemical)
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production site, where they are permanently
executed and their responses are used for
automated monitoring, (quality) control and
predictive maintenance tasks. This indeed
saves manual supervision and intervention
times for operators, however in case of
dynamic changes in the system the models
need to be updated regularly or at least from
time to time in order to maintain or even
improve accuracy and to avoid drifts in
model errors. In other cases, target measurements for a new similar product setting or
device are time- and cost-intensive such that
only a few or even none are available for
model adaptation/transfer.

www.k-pac.at
Funded by the ministries BMVIT
and BMDW, the federal state of
Upper Austria and the federal state
of Lower Austria.

Improvement
Our offer improves this situation by including
methods which are able to automatically
adapt linear and non-linear calibration
models on the fly, such that they typically
meet real-time demands due to the data
processing system (lower right component in
the figure below). Efficient adaptation is
guaranteed by the single-pass, incremental
characteristics of the methods, not requiring
any sliding windows, nor iterations over a
larger batch data set. Economic adaptation is
guaranteed 1.) by actively selecting those
samples which are expected to
improve/maintain the model’s accuracy most
and/or which are necessary to expand the
model to new system states/modes (only for
such sample new target measurements need
to be drawn), and 2.) by fully unsupervised
adaptation techniques not requiring any
target measurements. The latter also embeds
specific concepts for adaptation dealing with
whole batch data sets recorded from
different devices and tasks (model transfer
methods). Furthermore, a specific part of the
offer concerns new non-linear methods
based on variants of fuzzy systems
architectures (for both, off-line and on-line
usage).

Benefit
Time-intensive and cost-intensive model
re-calibration cycles within an off-line model
maintenance framework, which typically also
requires sufficient expert workloads and
efforts (as new target measurements need to
be drawn), can be avoided. New insights into
the dynamics of a chemical process at the
production site may be gained: e.g., how the
non-linearity degree of a model develops may
give rise about a strange behavior of the
system and may indicate an early fault
warning.

Application Example „Calibration Model Maintenance
in Melamin Resin Production“

There, the task was to establish a prediction model for
the cloud point in order to turn of the condensation
process at the ideal point of time. Before, manual
measurements were drawn which were time-intensive
and the recorded cloud point was often affected by
uncertainty of the operators. Severe drifts which could
never be explained by expert based on physical/
chemical occurrences, usually happen over a time frame
of several weeks, such that the model need to be
updated and maintained.
The following image shows the principal scheme of the
process and the maintenance cycle embedding our
techniques in the middle part. It has been successfully
evaluated on real-world data.
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